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Germany’s Financial Newspaper since 1998

With €uro am Sonntag investors can always keep an eye on the most important stock 
market topics of the week. 

Just in time for the weekend, €uro am Sonntag summarises all the relevant news 
from politics, the economy and the stock market, and evaluates these. Readers are 
provided an overview of the coming week in the form of detailed background 
information, as well as exclusive reports on companies and markets. €uro am 
Sonntag shows the stock trends of the week and visualises the most important 
movements on the market in charts. The reviews and outlooks are complemented by 
comparative analyses and assessments of opportunities and risks. 

€uro am Sonntag provides information on German and international stocks and 
scrutinizes funds, ETFs, certificates, warrants, bonds and alternative financial products. 

€uro am Sonntag combines modern news journalism with exacting magazine 
journalism – all presented in a way that is clear and easy to understand for stock market 
beginners and professional investors.

Editorial concept
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Topics and sections

An overview of topics and sections
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€uro am Sonntag welcomes its readers on 
Page 3 with the “Value of the Week” and 
provides appropriate insight into the 
industry that is involved.

Topics and sections

Current – Value of the Week
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In the first section, €uro am Sonntag 
provides a quick survey of the most 
important events of the week, clearly 
presented in “Facts and Dates,” a large 
“Graph of the Week,” and the date 
preview. 

In addition to the events that will 
become evident in the next few days, the 
reader is provided exclusive news as well 
as, in the “IPORadar,” a look at potential 
novices and newcomers to the stock 
exchanges. The section is rounded off 
with the “Gebert-Indikator”, developed 
by Thomas Gebert, the expert for market 
timing trading strategies.

Topics and sections

Current
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In the multi-page title story, €uro am 
Sonntag analyses current developments 
in business and on the stock markets. 
On several pages, the reader receives 
comprehensive information - including 
a number of graphs, analyses and 
interviews. €uro am Sonntag reaches 
conclusions, mentions appropriate 
investment ideas, and points out 
opportunities and risks.

Topics and sections

Cover
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Which markets offer the best 
opportunities to take advantage of 
economic developments on the capital 
market? Where are there risks? What 
effect do particular policy decisions have 
on stock markets? Which companies are in 
a particularly strong position and which 
ones are struggling with problems? €uro 
am Sonntag offers carefully researched 
articles with evidence-based comparisons, 
analyses and assessments as well as 
verdicts on corresponding shares or 
products.

Multipage special topics explain key issues 
such as raw materials, funds, ETFs, 
certificates, CFD, robo advisors and much 
more in detail.

Topics and sections

Markets
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Topics and sections

In the newly established “Market fields” 
section, the editors examine growth fields, 
such as vaccines or crypto currency, and 
present promising investment ideas..

Market fields
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Topics and sections

“Funds and ETFs” is a regular section in 
€uro am Sonntag. Every week, investors 
will find all the key facts and stories on 
industry and investment trends, plus 
portfolio analyses and interviews. Readers 
also benefit from analytic tools such as 
€uro Fondsnote, which help them pick the 
most suitable portfolio solution.

Markets funds
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Topics and sections

This section offers a compact overview of 
the main news on foreign exchange, 
commodities and bonds trading, with 
detailed analysis of oil, euro and gold 
prices.

Markets foreign exchange / commodities / bonds
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Topics and sections

The “Service” section presents objective 
test reports for example on direct banking, 
insurance, crowdinvestments, closed-
ended alternative funds, tax and property.

Märkte Service
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Topics and sections

Shares an certificates are examined in detail 
by editorial team. Readers of €uro am 
Sonntag learn of the latest developments in 
companies and markets and are provided 
with detailed analyses of individual stocks, 
along with the resulting investment ideas. 
Two double-page spreads give readers a 
precise, clearly structured overview of the 
stock market, plus a survey of the winners 
and losers on the global stock markets. The 
section is rounded off by a retrospective 
analysis of the investment ideas of the 
editors one year, ten years, and twenty 
years ago.

Invest
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Topics and sections

Certificates offer investors a way to pursue 
profitable investment strategies during 
certain market phases. In this section, our 
experts assess the best opportunities for 
index and individual stock investment and 
how investors can make best use of these 
opportunities. €uro am Sonntag also 
conducts a weekly technical analysis of 
stocks and indexes, and recommends 
financial products.

Invest certificates/technical analysis
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Topics and sections

This section presents the previous day’s 
stock prices and key figures on the most 
important shares, investment funds, 
certificates and bonds from across the 
world, allowing readers to see all news and 
data at a glance.

Stock prices and key figures
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Topics and sections

The offer is rounded out with the 
“Head of the Week” section, which 
includes portraits or interviews of 
important personalities. This section is 
augmented by essays and a 
presentation of the most successful 
watch models.

Agenda
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€uro am Sonntag
The specialist in cutting-edge financial information

The readers

§ €uro am Sonntag readers are important and discerning opinion leaders and multipliers in the finance and investment 
market.

§ The predominantly male readers, aged between 30 and 59, are well educated, successful in their professions and with 
substantial purchasing power. 

§ A high proportion of €uro am Sonntag readers are shareholders and fund owners. 71 percent of €uro am Sonntag 
readers own securities.

High investment and financial potential

§ 38 percent of €uro am Sonntag readers intend to buy securities. 

§ The €uro am Sonntag readership exhibits an above-average willingness to buy insurance and pension products.

§ Readers not only plan to buy exclusive consumer goods, but actually do so.

§ The core readership of €uro am Sonntag includes managers and company decision-makers.

§ These figures make the €uro am Sonntag readership a highly desirable target group for financial communication, 
B2B campaigns and luxury consumer goods.

High-quality readership

Source: AWA 2021
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Usage, subscription service and sales outlets

Intensive usage

§ With an average reading duration of 80 minutes1), not a single page goes unnoticed. The intensive use underscores the 
high priority that €uro am Sonntag enjoys in the investor and business press segment. 

Flexibility

§ Only a few hours separate the cut-off time and actually going to press. This makes it possible to insert completely up-
to-date advertisements at short notice. This represents a flexibility that no competitor in the investor and business 
press segment can offer.

Subscription service

§ €uro am Sonntag is delivered to the subscribers’ homes on Friday morning at no additional charge. 

Sales outlets

§ Available at newsagents, train station bookshops, petrol stations, supermarkets and other larger-scale retail outlets. 

Other elements

Source: 1) Readers’ survey 2019
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Circulation

Circulation in detail

Circulation in copies                          IVW II/2022 thereof epapers

Print run 

Distributed circulation

Sold circulation

Subscribers

Newsstand sales

On-board copies

Reader`s circle

Other circulation sales

Free copies

32,454

22,665

21,899

12,159

3,763

85

0

5,892

766

2,903

2,903

811

240

85

0

1,767

0
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Reader and structure figures

Reader and structure 
figures
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Readers in top educational, professional and income categories

Reader and structure 
figures

§ €uro am Sonntag readers are educated, work in top professions and have high purchasing power.
The average net household income is over € 4,850.

Source: AWA 2022; population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,60 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue;
1) Category 1 (highest) to category 7 (lowest). 

Sociodemographics AWA 
€uro am 
Sonntag

proportion proportion

Men 49%       83%       168

Age
30-59 years 48%       60%       126 126

Education
A-Levels, university entry level, degree 33%       54%       166 166

Profession of those surveyed
Major independent contractors / freelancers 2%       10%       465 465
Middle-income self-employed 3%       3%       96
Senior employees / officials 10%       27%       264 264

Net monthly household income 0
€3,500+ euros 42%       65%       153 153
€4,000+euros 32%       55%       173 173

Socioeconomic status 1)

Highest category (1+2 out of 7) 22%       54%       241

Multipliers with strong personality 25%       47%       187
Opinion leaders 35%       62%       174
Very wide / wide range of expertise 30%       40%       132

   Affinity

168

126

166

465
96

264

153
173

241

187
174

132
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§ Financial and economic topics are very important for €uro am Sonntag readers. But readers are also very interested in 
new technologies. 

Financial investments is a key topic

Reader and structure figures

Source: AWA 2022; population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,60 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue

Particular interest AWA
€uro am 
Sonntag

proportion proportion

Range of interests
Very wide range of interests 14%       25%       0
Wide range of interests 22%       22%       0

Particular interest in topics
Financial and capital investments 16%       59%       0
Economic issues and questions 11%       42%       0
Politics 24%       44%       0
Private pensions 16%       44%       0
Shares, investment funds 7%       40%       0
Insurance 13%       44%       0
Cars, car tests 12%       20%       0
Modern telecommunications 28%       35%       0
Computer usage 23%       45%       0
Internet, online products / services 27%       44%       0
Consumer electronics devices 15%       28%       0
Building, modernizing, renovation 13%       23%       137
Modern design 7%       11%       0
Holidays and travel 43%       46%       0

   Affinity

176
103

377
383

180
270

597
340

167
125

190
166

187
179

156
107
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§ A high proportion of the €uro am Sonntag readership are managers or professional/private decision-makers.

Reader and structure figures

Reader profile: decision-makers and managers

Source: AWA 2022 population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,60 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue

Reader profile AWA
€uro am 
Sonntag

proportion proportion

Managers
Managerial post 6%       28%       463 463

Senior employee 8%       22%       256 256

Decision-makers by product area
Financial investments, insurances 63%       85%       136 136
House, owner-occupied apartment 32%       52%       162 162
Cars 55%       79%       142 142
Modern telecommunications 80%       89%       111 111

Computers, computer accessories 62%       82%       131 131
Corporate / investment procurement 23%       50%       213 213

   Affinity

463
256

136
162

142
111

131
213
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Top professionals

Reader and structure 
figures

Source: AWA 2022; population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,60 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue

1) Full-time work, socioeconomic status ≥110
2) Full-time work, socioeconomic status ≥118
3) Full-time work, socioeconomic status ≥123

§ The core readership of €uro am Sonntag includes society’s top professionals, spread across all industries.

Structure proportions AWA 
€uro am 
Sonntag

proportion proportion

Working in top groups
Working in top twenty 1) 11%       37%       331 331

Working in top ten 2) 6%       26%       450 450

Working in top five 3) 3%       13%       481 481

Top professionalsby sector
Top engineering professional 1%       4%       412 412
Top construction professional 2%       3%       192 192
Top computing / IT / EDP professional 2%       4%       263 263
Top management methods / HR management professional 2%       8%       329 329
Top economics / commercial professional 3%       18%       530
Top legal professional 1%       3%       415 415
Top professional medicine 1%       2%       188 188

   Affinity

331

450
481

412
192

263

329
530

415
188
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§ Money is a key topic for €uro am Sonntag readers. As well-informed experts and advisors, they play 
an important role in shaping opinions.

Shares, investment funds: extremely pronounced interest

Reader and structure figures

Source: AWA 2022 population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,60 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue

1) Decision-makers financial investments and insurances in total and advisors/experts financial and capital investments

Financial and capital investments AWA 
€uro am 
Sonntag

proportion proportion

Interested in information (particularly interested)
Financial and capital investments 16%       59%       377 377
Shares, investment funds 7%       40%       597 597

Advisors, experts
Financial and capital investments 10%       44%       445 445
Shares, investment funds 6%       37%       674 674

Expert decision-makers
Financial and capital investments 1) 9%       44%       504 504

Core financial investments target group 24%       64%       263 263

I enjoy persuading others to adopt my point of view 35%       62%       174
I like to give advice and recommendations 46%       59%       149
I prefer to make provisions for myself, to be independent of the state 58%       76%       132

   Affinity

377
597

445
674

504

263

174
128
132
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There is a significantly above-average proportion of securities owners and potential investors in the €uro am Sonntag 
readership.

Shares, certificates, investment funds: Strong investment potential

Reader and structure figures

Source: AWA 2022 population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,60 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue

Financial and capital investments AWA 
€uro am 
Sonntag

proportion proportion

Ownership of financial investments
Securities 31%       71%       226
Shares 15%       49%       328
Certificates, warrants, futures (calls, puts) 1%       10%       1206
Equity funds 9%       31%       361
ETFs 5%       15%       298
Pension funds (investing in fixed income securities) 5%       10%       176
Open property funds 2%       14%       572
Other funds (e.g. mixed asset management securities funds) 7%       22%       327
Fixed-income securities (saving bonds, bonds) 10%       24%       229
Participation 3%       9%       274
Gold (bars, coins, ETFs) 9%       21%       250
Cryptocurrency 3%       12%       398
Call money, term deposits, fixed deposits 24%       37%       154

Purchasing plans in the next one to two years
Securities 10%       36%       356
Shares / Equity funds 7%       34%       459
ETFs 4%       16%       
Fixed-interest securities 2%       4%       201
Gold (bars, coins, ETFs) 4%       11%       

   Affinity

226
328

1.206
361

298
176

572
327

229
274

250
398

154

356
459

399
201

292
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§ €uro am Sonntag readers predominantly carry out their banking transactions online. More than 40 percent of the 
readership are customers of a direct bank.

Reader and structure figures

Direct banks, home banking

Source: AWA 2022 population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,60 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue

Direct bank, home banking AWA 
€uro am 
Sonntag

proportion proportion

Direct bank customer
I am a direct bank customer 21%       34%       165
A direct bank would be for me in question 15%       15%       97
Ownership of call money, term deposits, fixed deposits 24%       37%       154

Purpose of Internet use
Online-banking, banking transactions at home 53%       70%       134

   Affinity

165

97

154

134
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§ An above-average proportion of €uro am Sonntag readers are interested in or plan to purchase insurance and private 
pensions.

Reader and structure figures

Insurance and private pension: strong interest and expertise

Source: AWA 2022 population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,60 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue
1) Decision-makers financial investments and insurances in total and advisors/experts private pension insurances and advisors/experts insurances

Insurance AWA 
€uro am 
Sonntag

proportion proportion

Particularly interested
Insurance 13%       44%       340
Private pensions 16%       44%       270

Ownership of financial investments
Riester contract 13%       21%       159
Rürup contract 1%       7%       757

170
Advisors, experts
Insurance 7%       39%       545
Private pensions 7%       28%       405

Expert decision-makers
Insurance 1) 9%       46%       528

Core insurance target group 17%       30%       179

Total expnsion / purchasing plans
Insurance (in the next one to two years) 12%       25%       214

192

   Affinity

340
270

159
757

545
405

528

179

214
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§ One in five €uro am Sonntag readers are planning to start a new insurance scheme or expand an existing one in the 
next one to two years.

Reader and structure figures

Insurance: new or expanded policies

Source: AWA 2022 population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,60 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue

Insurance AWA 
€uro am 
Sonntag

proportion proportion

High willingness to spend
Insurance 17%       32%       183
Pensions 25%       44%       177

Insurance expansion / purchasing plans
Insurance total (in the next one to two years) 12%       25%       214
Private Accident insurance 2%       3%       172
Occupational disability / incapacity insurance 3%       4%       125
Personal liability insurance 3%       1%       45
Legal costs insurance 3%       5%       146
Private health insurance 2%       8%       493
Private nursing care insurance 2%       10%       546
Life insurance 1%       3%       286
Private pension insurance 3%       9%       318

Consider my efforts to pensions
- for not enough 38%       29%       62 62
- for enough 41%       58%       153 153

   Affinity

183
177

214
172

125
45

146
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546
286

318

77
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Reader and structure 
figures

Potential property builders, purchasers and renovators
§ An above-average proportion of €uro am Sonntag readers intend to buy a property in the next two years. 

Source: AWA 2022 population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,60 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue

House and home AWA 
€uro am 
Sonntag

proportion proportion

Interested in information
Especially interested 13%       23%       179
Interested in total 42%       56%       133

Advisors / experts
Construction / renovation 13%       27%       213

Property purchasing plans
Building / buying a house 4%       10%       238
Buying a freehold apartment 4%       9%       224

Renovation / refurbishment plans in the next one to two years
Total 20%       27%       136
Property renovation (house or flat) 12%       21%       183
Solar panels 1%       3%       219

Ownership of financial investments
Building loan contract 23%       36%       158

Financial investment purchasing plans
Buildiing loan contract 2%       1%       40
Taking out a mortgage 1%       7%       465

   Affinity

179

133

213

238
224

136
183
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158

40
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Reader and structure 
figures

Cars: well-versed experts, high willingness to spend
§ A significantly above-average proportion of the €uro am Sonntag readers intend to buy a new car in the next one or 

two years. 

Source: AWA 2022 population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,60 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue

1) Decision-makers cars in total and advisors/experts cars

Cars AWA 
€uro am 
Sonntag

proportion proportion

Interest in information
Interested car experts 5%       11%       214 214

Guides, experts, decision-makers
Guide, expert on cars 10%       19%       197 197

Decision-maker for cars with professional expertise 1) 8%       19%       220

Business customers 0
Business customer, car rentals 2%       13%       681 681

High willingness to spend
Cars 20%       34%       174

Planning to buy
Planning to buy a new car in the next one, two years 3%       7%       254

   Affinity

214

197
220

681

174

254
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Reader and structure 
figures

Cars: brand of most-driven car 
§ €uro am Sonntag readers prefer cars of prestigious brands. Many are not yet sure what brand the next new car will be.

Source: AWA 2022 population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,60 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue

Cars AWA
€uro am 
Sonntag

proportion proportion

Brand of most-driven car in household
Audi 4%       4%       100 100
BMW 5%       16%       338
Ford 5%       5%       91
Mercedes-Benz 6%       11%       208
Skoda 4%       6%       155
Toyota 2%       3%       181
Volkswagen 15%       26%       180
    
Would buy the same brand again 38%       62%       161 161
Would buy a different brand 5%       8%       145 145
Undecided what brand I would buy 20%       17%       87 87

   Affinity

100
338

91
208

155
181
180

161
145

87
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§ €uro am Sonntag readers love exclusive consumer goods and can afford them too, thanks to their high discretionary 
income.

Reader and structure 
figures

Lovers of luxury and pleasure

Source: AWA 2022 population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,60 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue

Lovers of luxury and pleasure AWA 
€uro am 
Sonntag

proportion proportion

Buyer type
Quality-oriented consumers 22%       41%       184
Luxury-oriented consumers 11%       32%       286
Modern homes and interiors 6%       12%       202
Mobile cosmopolitans 12%       26%       219
Ultra consumers 17%       23%       

0
Innovation focus
Innovators 6%       28%       476
Trendsetters 11%       15%       140

Preferences 0
I enjoy staying in top hotels 12%       30%       242
I like to buy products from exklusive companies 4%       19%       467
I prefer high-quality sports clothing brands 25%       41%       167
I am prepared to spend a fair amount of money on clothes 42%       44%       
I am prepared to spend a fair amount of money on mobiles/smartphones 30%       36%       123

Ownership of high-value products
Luxury watch (€500+) 12%       26%       221
Luxury fountain pen (€150+) 3%       18%       582
High-value travel / business bags and cases 3%       9%       295
High-value jewellery (€1,000+ per item) 11%       18%       166

   Affinity

184
286
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€uro am Sonntag only has minimal overlaps with other investment and Sunday publications. 

Thanks to its high proportion of exclusive readers, €uro am Sonntag reaches readers who do not read Focus 
Money or the Frankfurter Allgemeine Sonntagszeitung: 85 per cent do not read Focus Money and 95 per cent do 
not read the Frankfurter Allgemeine Sonntagszeitung.
23 per cent also read €uro.

Overlaps with Sunday publications

€uro am Sonntag exclusive readers
Double readers

Reader overlap

High proportion of exclusive readers

Overlaps with investment titles

Source: AWA 2022; population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,60 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue; 
figures are based on a 6x frequency
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